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Hello, beloved Pisces! 
You’re a magical person—born under a special set of stars.

See those yellow stars? 
They make up your constellation.



Each sign has its own symbol. Find the fish for Pisces!



As a Pisces, you’re known for your 
big dreams and even bigger fantasies.

You are known for being deeply visionary. 
You’re a gifted problem-solver with flair.



You are known for being deeply visionary. 
You’re a gifted problem-solver with flair.

Spin the 
wheel to find 

a stack of 
books!

    
Graceful

Builder

Crafty



As a fish and a water element, 
your colors are green and 

blue—just like the sea.

You’re as elegant and 
flexible as the willow 
tree, which grows and 

thrives near water.



Your gemstone is 
amethyst. 

Now, spin the wheel to find 
your flower: a water lily.

Because you’re ruled by Neptune, 
you’re both glamorous and mysterious.



You’ll grow to be so many wonderful things! Maybe . . .

Or an 

   a
mazing

   artist.
A magnificent

musician.

  An awesome   actor.

Or a

   w
onderful

   w
riter.



You’ll grow to be so many wonderful things! Maybe . . .

You’ll discover so many 
things. Spin the wheel 
to find the scientist.

  Maybe even a 

       Or an acclaimed

joyous jeweler . . .

archaeologist!
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Welcome to 
the world of

Get to know all about your zodiac  
sign in this interactive board book. 

Spin the wheel for even more fun  
as you learn all about YOU!
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